
Music plays a peculiar role in scripture. Music, keep in mind, bends and plucks the
straight string, distorting the straight in a resonant wave that captures and distracts the
attention from things on which the attention would otherwise focus. Thus, scripture
portrays David’s harp as interrupting Saul’s foul mood. Music turned Saul from his
deadly straight aim toward an altered and refreshed, or at least momentarily distracted,
attitude. Music’s circular and cyclical nature, from verse to chorus and back again
through refrain, soothes, reorders, and excites. We are, scripture says, to address one
another in spiritual songs drawn from a heart for the Lord. Music of that type can turn
our own aims from the deadly to the refreshed, reordered around a loving heart.

In the Bible, music’s lulling and exciting
charms aren’t always positive. Moses
came back down the mountain with the
law’s tablets, only to hear his people
singing and dancing around their golden
Egyptian idol. You know how that event
ended: not well for the celebrants. Music
is a neutral tonic. Those who employ and
enjoy it can take music this way or that.
Set aside for a moment the words that

music carries, to think only of the music itself. Music bends the attention resonantly.
Music implies walking around the mountain to reconsider one’s path, rather than
heading straight up or down.

So, watch carefully for how the scriptures refer to music, as a bending of either an up
or down path. Recall how Jesus admonished the people that the children played a flute
for them but they did not dance and then sang a dirge but they did not mourn. Jesus
compared those up and down songs to Jesus himself and the baptist John. One rejected
everything to eat locusts, but some people didn’t listen. The other celebrated joyfully
with sinners and tax collectors, but some people still didn’t listen. Catch the music.
The music is there for a point. Music won’t necessarily get you farther down the path
because music is a resonant distraction. But music may set you on the right path, with
songs of the Lord’s love in your heart.


